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About This Game

Imagine waking up, with no idea who you are, in an abandoned building. You have been drugged by a man who taunts you with
his experiments, haunting your every step. A nail biting Hidden Object thriller, explore eerie scenes all while testing your wits.

It’s up to you to find the antidote, before it’s too late…and unravel the mystery of White Haven.

FEATURES:
•Explore Chilling Scenes
•A Nail Biting Adventure
•Mind Bending Puzzles

•Twisted Storyline
•Unique Horror experience
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This looked cool at the time. Purchased in July of last year, it was the first game I played where you can see your body. It's
basically a multiplayer shooter (hard to do with the VR player base being what it was\/is), in a space station kind of setting. It
has some robot bug bots you can still shoot, though. It's a bit too dark, but overall, the aesthetic is very alien, and I like that.

There was, and is a fair amount of work put into this. I seem to have only paid a dollar for it when it was on sale. So, if I was a
review-writer at the time, I would have responded positively. Now, you're looking at an early access title that has been 300 days
since an update. Worth collecting if they decide to drop the price. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=F___iH3SK1U. A nice
puzzle game where you collect items, trade them for other items or gold and solve the problems of people around you on your
way to become a hero. I really enjoyed it. The only negative thing is the very short play time. I 100% completed it in just 4
hours.. Though I've only played this for a short time I found it different than most hidden\/adventure object games I played. The
tutorial was very straight forward and simple. I looked how real pictures are used and people with voices. I liked looking for
things without all the clues (like sparkles saying "LOOK HERE!") It made the game more challenging having to watch for the
curser icon to change from a yellow dot to a hand, magnifier or gears. It was nice to be able to pan around the room by clicking
on the far right or left arrows when they appeared. I can say I like the game thus far.. I love this kind of game. I played it before
on a flash games site but since flash is banned, I'm really to find it on Steam.

This is a Real Time Strategy game. Your ennemies are not waiting for you, they improve their bases making it more and more
difficult to take them. The only solution is to become stronger than them and of course, faster.

Two important facts: Control Craft 2 has 24 levels and cost 3 euros... it is a good deal for the time you will play with it.

By the way, Control Craft 3 is coming on Steam ;). Well-colored, simple and relax puzzle. Seems good to me.
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I love using my blowtorch to cook up some LAMB SAUCE!!!!. Very strange game to play. Graphics are so so, but better if you
put everything to "Intense", "Vivid", "Maximum", and turn V-Sync on (if you have the Graphics power). Now I've only played
about an hour, and I was a tad confused by the very beginning. And this isn't a spoiler - the game begins by showing you the end
of the American Civil War with a General Prescott being victorious. Then the General and his troops attack Washington. Next
thing you see is a march of Robot Soldiers and I'm thinking to myself, "Robots? After the Civil War? Okay, Steampunk.", and
then I thought, "How are guns going to stop metal robots?" Right?

Then this guy comes out carrying a long sword and begins slashing and chopping up soldiers (who are carrying machine guns).
The Swordsman kills all the soldiers (about 8 or so), that's another "Come on writers, swords against machine guns; gimmie a
break, the Swordsman would be plowed down immediately." And I shook my head in disbelief once again.

Then the scene changes, and our characters come onto the new scene, riding motorcycles, slipping through the lines, and
destroying Prescott's soldiers. There was a group of four or five of our guys, then suddenly it's just three - your character,
another man and a woman. It's after that the tutorial starts. The tutorial section is very good, much better than some of the other
games I've played. That is one part that I did appreciate. They show you the keys to use, then give you time to learn the moves,
and best yet, show the move to you by letting another character do it first. Like I said, that really helped as not many games do
that for you.

As for the targeting system, it's hit or miss. There's a cross-hair, and if you get it right on the target, it will turn red, that's when
you shoot. But the area of red vs. white is very small. Most times you'll miss your target. It takes a steady hand and a healthy
body to aim correctly. Yes, a healthy body, because if you've been hit a few times, your vision blurs, making it almost
impossible to target your enemy. It's then you have to find cover to recover. You can also help your crew if they get hit,
restoring their health, but do they restore yours? Nope. You do get resurrected a few times, but after a few, you're back to your
previous save. I also disliked that sometimes one of your crew just up and disappeared. One battle I saw the girl get hit a number
of times. I knew she was injured and awaiting help because she never made it to the end area - only the two men made it. The
Guy told me what we had to do to advance to the next point, but before I did the action(s), I went back looking for the girl to
heal her - couldn't find her anywhere at all. So I went back to the end point, and looked to the new starting point. Guess what?
She was waiting there. Grrrrr...

Anyway, taking everything into consideration, it is an interesting game to play, but only at the highest graphics settings. Note
that even though it was released on May 22, 2009, it was trademarked by Codemaster in 2007 (two years prior). I think that
because of its game mechanics and graphics, it was probably a project that was put away a number of years before that, then one
day resurrected when someone was between projects. It has that kind of a feel to it - bookshelved because it was not so good,
and then picked up once again because they needed a project close to completion.

Would I recommend it? Well, for something to do between great games, when you need a break, this will do. Plus it will help
you appreciate how far gaming has come in the last decade. So if you can get it for under $5 bucks, the same as a sandwich,
think of it just being a day past its expiration date, and add it to your Game Library.. This was the first title by the 'Choice of
Games' that I have played, and I was pleasantly surprised to rediscover the 'choose-your-own-adventure' genre in digital form,
having only encountered it previously in childrens' literature. 'Ratings War' is, however, far more comprehensively realised than
most examples of it's kind on your bookshelf. Though I wouldn't discourage children from playing the game I would emphasize
it's maturer writing style and suggest it's suitability for any age, according to taste.

The story itself is engaging, reasonably original and has a good sense of narritive cohesion, though now on my second run-
through I'm unsure whether the choices I made had any real impact on the story itself, rather affecting other more superficial
(but equally important) features. It's difficult to give a specific example without spoilers, but romantic implications, for
instance, may arise that affect your gameplay.

I picked it up at \u00a31.34 in a sale but at it's normal \u00a32.00 price 'Ratings War' more than reasonable for an evening's
entertainment. With a playtime of around 3 hours and some deal of replayability it's definitely worth a look. The free demo
contains the first chapter, which I think is enough to decide for sure if this is the game for you!
To conclude, in case you haven't realised this by now, I would thoroughly recommend this game to any fan of crime fiction..
very simple game , deliver things , goto checkpoints , and some fighting , however you got very limited fuel which it won't let
you play comfortly especially while fighting , the price in my opinion should be lower than this , i was expecting more focused
on fightings , but i feel little disappointed
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what i hope is if there is ships i can buy and upgrades , realy miss these features

got money refunded at last. two words abt this game !

great game
'nice gfx
better gameplay
good hackers
WALL HACKS
AIM HACKING and
RUSSIAN HACKERS !!!!!!!!!!!!!. You basically play a little comet which is able to manipulate drones. Either you attack with
them or defend yourself vs enemy drones.

Once you found out how it works this is pretty fun and really addictive for a indie game.

One interesting part of the game is that there is an KI which learns from you. The aim is to train the KI to beat the enemy KI on
maximum difficulty. Which gets rewarded with an achievment aswell...Wasnt able to do it, but I wish you luck.. Awwwwwww!!
No Scores!!
Awwwwwww!! No Scores!!

Thank's for the trading Cards anyway.. I have a demo video uploaded on my youtube page here: 
https:\/\/youtu.be\/0Gmfo0KGLzc

To me, this is a fun simulation to play or demo to others. Although the graphics are simple, it works for what it is. The controls
are easy to learn and you can just jump in and play, but the tutorial portion of the game is always there in the begining which
can be a little anoying wwhen you already know the controls, it makes you go through them each time. I hope the developer adds
some really tall skyscrapers or bridges with construction, like lifting I-beams or equipement. Inside the platform of the crane is
very basic with no other interaction besides controlling the crane itself, would be nice to be able to use some of the buttons on
the fuse boxto say start up the crane, or the elevator, maybe some alarms or safety switches, I dont know, make you have to start
it up etc. There is a constant musical beat repeating in the background that gets very repetative quick, would be nice to be able
to mute or change, perhaps add your own tracks from steam library. Also no way to end the game inside the game, no menu.
Thoes are a few things that I would say needs a little work, but the fun factor for me is the job simulator kinda game, your a
crane operator loading and unloading containers on a cargo ship, with a time limit and money earnings...what can you buy with
the money...not sure yet, maybe the developer will figure out something, but for now the money is your score :) So if you've
ever wanted to be up in a crane picking up containers and moving them into position, this game is for you. As for replaying, sure
I will try to beat my score with better precision and less damage and will continue to play if more areas are developed. This add-
on airport is pretty good and in my eyes gets a 8\/10. The taxi-ways are extremely detailed and have the same layout and color as
the real ones! But yes I would reccomend this add-on to anyone who's looking for a smallish, medium sized international airport
with excellent detail!
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